THE REFORMATION GROUP REBELLION

   Built with Tolat assistance, the Reformation Group first deployed the Heavy Capital Missile (HCM) during the attempted breakaway by the Fringe Worlds from the Terran Federation in 2438. Lightly populated worlds cut off from the rest of the Fringe, the religious-minded patriots of the Reformation Group declared independence after a TFN battleship (TNS Python) negligently ignited the planet Deuteronomy's atmosphere, killing 30 million Reformation citizens. 
   The Deuteronomy System was also the location of the large Jehovah Fleet Yards and it was from this location that the Reformation Group cobbled together it's defense against the Federation. Commodore Craig Labuda immediately began laying down both heavy and light fleet units, and crash fielded the Fleet Yard's nearly completed superdreadnoughts. Because these vessels were only partially finished, Commodore Labuda dubbed them 'dreadnoughts' and hastily deployed them with the systems light defenses to repel an imminent TFN attack. These dreadnoughts were named RNS Renown, Repulse, and Remarkable. 
   Commodore Labuda also asked the newly discovered Tolat race for technical assistance. Watching a heavily armed neighboring superpower dissolving into chaos alarmed the conservative Tolats, who agreed to Commodore Labuda's request for technical aid. Tolat engineering teams were dispatched to upgrade the Jehovah Yards, and Reformation scientists at the adjacent Toricelli Naval R&D Center crash developed the first Heavy Capital Missile in just eight weeks. 
   A major advancement in missile technology, the HCM employs an advanced warhead design, state-of-the-art fuel supply, ultralight composite materials in the main body of the missile, advanced penetrators, and a new high-tech electronics package. These advantages made the HCM an extremely difficult target to hit and made the new missile highly accurate as well. 
   Because of the sensitive nature of research at the Toricelli Center, the huge capability of the Fleet Yards, the location of the Federation's 'Boneyard' depot, and site of  the strategic Dueteronomy Warp Nexus, the TFN quickly moved to occupy the system. Preliminary field testing of the HCM never took place as a TFN attack on the Reformation Group forced now-Admiral Craig Labuda to deploy the untested HCM's on his warships. Facing a numerically superior enemy, Admiral Labuda formally asked the Tolat ambassador for support. Although there was only a single Tolat warship in the system (the Ambassador's superdreadnought), the Ambassador agreed and the three Tolat freighters began hastily unloading strange orbital satellites around the station. As the TFN Fleet began transiting the WP, Craig's heart sank. His local forces consisted of three GML-equipped dreadnoughts, three modified Belleisle-C class battleships, six battlecruisers, twelve escort carriers, four very advanced large heavy cruisers, and thirty updated destroyers. The Terran battlefleet consisted of five monitors, ten superdreadnoughts, five assault carriers, eight fleet carriers, eighteen battlecruisers, and eight troopships. 
   Although Admiral Labuda also had nearly 150 newly manufactured gunboats, and fifteen orbital fortresses, he knew the battle was lost. There was a small chance, however, for victory and Craig took it. The Federation Navy hadn't seen the new technological upgrades that the Reformation Group had put into service, and Craig used that advantage viciously. Towing HCM-armed missile pods behind his dreadnoughts and destroyers, Admiral Labuda launched heavy missile attacks against Admiral Propochek's fleet. 
   A brutal but incompetent Corporate Worlder, Admiral Propochek believed the Office of Naval Intelligence's estimate that the Reformation Group would only have a few light warships deployed this quickly, and failed to deploy a proper screen, allowing the exceptionally fast heavy cruisers of Admiral Labuda's fleet to close on his vulnerable carriers. Although the TFN assault carriers were surprised by the initial heavy missile volley, they got off their full flight groups before being destroyed. Deadly accurate fire began to pour into the Federation battlegroup from Deuteronomy's orbital bases in support of the Reformation warships. Admiral Labuda used his Tolat-engineered Gunboats to good advantage, quickly destroying the monitor TFNS Hannah Avram, and crippling two others. These new Gunboats, with advanced shields and armor and utilizing a new engine courtesy of the brilliant Tolat engineers, damaged many TFN battleline units in their first sweep. Heavy capital missiles from the towed missile pods ravaged Admiral Propochek's lead units, stunning the Terran fleet, which dissolved into uncontrolled chaos. The TFN fighters delivered equally ruinous fire on the Reformation dreadnoughts and battleships while Propochek's SD's closed to point-blank range, engaging with their heavy HET laser broadsides. 
   The First Battle of Jehovah was fought in close proximity to the Fleet Yards, which took heavy fire until the Tolat superdreadnought came under fighter attack. Responding instantly to this attack, the Tolat orbital satellites opened fire on the TFN fighters, destroying scores, and the Tolat warship began launching fighters of it's own: drone fighters. Never before seen, these incredibly agile fighters quickly forced the Terran fighters to break off but not before a half-wrecked TFN battlecruiser actually rammed Jehovah Station, causing severe destruction. The battle was going very badly for the Reformation forces: the RNS Repulse was a holocaust, the Remarkable was dead in space, and the Renown's weapons were gutted and she was barely moving under her own power. At that moment, the Tolat fleet emerged from WP 3 and within a few minutes began engaging the TFN fleet. The three Tolat Juggernauts Ngent'l Pla, Ngent'l Zha, and Grys'mos opened fire on the Terran fleet from 90 light seconds away, using their advanced three-stage ASBM missiles. Unable to localize the incoming fire, the TFN fleet began to die as heavy antimatter missiles wiped weapons and whole ships away. In the end, the TFN fleetwas nearly decimated, Propochek killed, and the Jehovah Station severely damaged before Commodore Angela Stringer, Propochek's battlecruiser screen commander (and third in command) surrendered. All that was left of BG 6.4 was a nearly destroyed monitor, two battlecruisers, and eight troopships. Admiral Labuda's losses were equally appalling: 3 BB, 5 BC, 1 CB, 15 DD, 39 Gunboats, and 15 fortresses. All three of Craig's dreadnoughts were totally crippled as well. Collateral damage to the Fleet Yard nearly demolished the Tolat-assisted Reformation supermonitors King David and King Solomon. Heavy Capital Missiles proved their worth, however, and were lavishly deployed throughout the Reformation Navy for the duration of the war. 

HCM Stats

*Can be fired from an IO Rack(two each),

*Can be fired from an XO Rack(three each),

*Three points of damage,

*-20% decrease in range,

*+1 to strike,

*-2 to be hit,

*Cost missilex2, 

*Must be struck twice to be destroyed.








